We use a reliable, repeatable methodology and certified consultants to develop an “As-Is” Enterprise Architecture (EA) and proposed future EA, that align IT with your business strategy.

To facilitate development of a future Enterprise Architecture state, organizations need to be able to describe their desired Enterprise Architecture. Our Enterprise Architecture Execution Implementation service helps you understand and capture your current Enterprise Architecture state and develop one that aligns with your business strategy.

In collaboration with your organization, we educate in-house staff and facilitate prioritization of your aligned business initiatives to enable the desired business strategy. We will also assist your organization in conducting future point modeling, to develop a plan going forward to increase efficiency, effectiveness, and ROI.

Our proven methodology allows you to capture your organization’s business strategy and prioritize business initiatives, which results in an IT environment and investments better aligned to your overall business strategy. Using this proven methodology and EACOE certified architects, we work with your organization to “harvest” internal artifacts — reducing “business intrusion” — and define the organization’s business, architecture and implementation models used for affinity analysis.

**The EACOE Approach:**

- Repeatable processes
- Flexible approach — Complete a quick start project or fully develop your Architecture
- Proven methodology with informal and formal tools for repeated use
- Identified “As-is” EA
- Identified gaps and redundancies
- Proposes “To-Be” EA that are compliant with EA and BA Implementation frameworks, if required (DODAF, TOGAF, etc.)
- Prioritized list of next-step initiatives to achieve the desired “To-Be” state

**Components**

**Assessment** — Learn to use our methodology to harvest artifacts and conduct modeling that defines the organization current EA, and a proposed “to-be” EA.

**Executive Summary** — Receive a text and tabular in-depth description describing the assessment and recommended future initiatives.

**EA Strategic Planning** - Receive a detailed plan to achieve your desired future state as well as a recommended plan for EA governance.

*All services are offered on a fixed-fee basis.*
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